
TOPIC 4 PAGE 55 VARIATION WITHIN A SPECIES   

1. A species is a category, within the classification system, consisting of living things of the same 

type that share certain similarities. 

2.  One example is where humans are 1 species and dogs are another. Individuals within a species 

reproduce to make more of that species.  

3. Humans belong to the species called Homo sapiens. Humans can also look different from one to 

another including skin colour, nose shape, etc. The differences within a species are called variation.  

 

Domestic dogs belong to the same species.                Children are different from each other. 

VARIATIONS AMONG FAMILY MEMBERS 

1. You have many characteristics that you have are inherited. Inheritance refers to the passing on 

of characteristics from parents to children.  

2. In many cases, children inherit characteristics from their grandparents. For example, children 

may inherit their dad’s nose and mom’s dimples. Not all characteristics are good characteristics and 

children could inherit diseases as well. 

 

These children look similar to their parents 

VARIATIONS CAUSED BY THE ENVIRONMENT 

1.  Some of our characteristics are not inherited. 

2. For example, some people spend time developing their muscles, some people have tattoos on 

their bodies, some dye their hair. 

3. These characteristics are caused by the environment and the influences around them. 



                
Well -developed muscles are environmental          A  tattoo is an environmental variation 

variations 

TASKS TO BE COMPLETED IN YOUR WORKBOOK 

1. Define the following terms:  

1.1  Inherited characteristic 

1.2 Correlation 

1.3  Inference 

2. Answer Activity 2: Describe Variation, Page 57. 

 Write answers only, but answer in full sentences, provide headings for your answers 

 for each question. 

3. Answer Activity 4: Analyse a graph of height, Page 60. 

 Write answers only, but answer in full sentences, provide headings for your answers 

 for each question. 

4. Record information about tongue rolling. Some people can roll their tongues, 

 as shown in figure 1, and some people cannot, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

https://wiki.starbase118.net/wiki/index.php?title=File:Kaylessa_arm_band_tattoos.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Can you roll your tongue? Is this characteristic correlated between family members? For example, are 

children whose parents can roll their tongue more likely to be able to roll their tongues? 

Method 1. Test if you can roll your tongue or not. 

  2. Count the number of people in your family who can roll their tongues and the number of 

 relatives who cannot roll their tongues.  

 3. If your family members are not living with you, contact them and ask them for the info. 

 4. Write down at least 6 family members and their results. 

 5. Copy the table below in your workbook and record the results. 

 Results:  

Name Tongue roller Non-tongue roller 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

Total   

%   

4.1.  Record your results in a table like the one above.   

4.2.  Calculate the percentage of your family members who can roll their tongues and those who 

 cannot. Add this to your table.  

4.3.  Present your data as a bar graph. Use one page to draw your graph. 

• Use the columns, tongue roller and  Non-tongue roller for data for the horizontal axis. 

• Use the total number of each column for the vertical axis. 

• Do not include the names of any family members on your graph! 

4. 4.  Write a conclusion. 

 4.5. Write down an inference about  your conclusion by answering the following question in a full 

 sentence. 

  Is tongue rolling  likely to be and inherited characteristic or not?  

5.  Answer Test Yourself, Page 62, Numbers 1 and 2 only. 

 Write answers only, but answer in full sentences, provide headings for your answers 

 for each question. 

6. Answer Term 1 Practice Test Page 63. Write answers only, but answer in full sentences, provide 

 headings for your answers for each question. 

 


